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Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on Au
surfaces have been studied extensively since the pioneering work
of Nuzzo, Allara, and Whitesides.1-3 Important potential SAM
applications include contact printing and lithography.4-14 SAM
resists have advantages in both conventional and ultrahigh spatial
resolution lithography. Use of SAMs avoids both dimensional
changes associated with polymer swelling during solvent develop-
ment and reduces electron backscatter from X-ray or electron
beams.
UV irradiation of an alkanethiolate SAM on Au in air has been

shown to form alkylsulfonates,9-11 and UV photopatterning of
alkanethiolate SAMs based on this finding has been reported by
several groups.11-13 Prior studies, however, do not distinguish
between photooxidation, where the UV radiation leads directly
to the photoproduct, and chemical oxidation, where photolysis
leads to a reactive oxygen species which subsequently participates
in the sulfonation reaction.10,15-17 We have found that the
labilization (or stripping) of HDT SAMs on Au on the minutes
time scale under low-irradiance conditions requires both O2 and
UV irradiation at wavelengths competent for O3 formation, i.e.λ
< 200 nm. In addition, ex-situ generation shows that O3 accounts
for g10-fold more labilization than do O atoms or O2(1∆g). These
findings lead us to the conclusion that ozonolysis, from UV-
photosynthesized O3,18 is the primary cause of the UV oxidation
of self-assembled hexadecanethiol (HDT) monolayers and, by
generalization, of other alkanethiolate monolayers, on Au at low

irradiances, a conclusion consistent with the findings of Norrod
and Rowlen from surface-enhanced Raman scattering studies.19

We measure SAM stripping in situ by surface plasmon
resonance spectroscopy (SPRS) in a windowed flow-cell config-
uration.20 SPRS allows us to monitor the assembly of an HDT
SAM from solution in real time, its subsequent removal by UV
irradiation or ozonolysis, and then thereassembly of HDT onto
the Au surface. The SPRS coverage measurement is repeatable
within 2% following the cycle of assembly, rinsing, draining, UV
irradiation/ozonolysis, rerinsing, and reassembling the HDT film.
Figure 1 shows a single HDT assembly experiment (Figure

1a), stripping (Figure 1b), and a series of reassembly curves
(Figure 1c-f) which follow various treatments.22 Zero coverage
represents the clean Au surface, and full coverage represents the
SPR position for HDT SAMs soaked in 1 mM HDT/EtOH
solution fort > 12 h. It is apparent from the figure that saturation
coverage is reached in a small fraction of this time. A typical
experiment begins with either a freshly evaporated Au surface,
or one which has been cleaned with O3 for 30 min16 followed by
rinsing with EtOH. The SPR position is measured periodically,
first in flowing EtOH and then as HDT solution is introduced
into the flow cell. Figure 1a is typical for a HDT assembly
experiment. Figure 1b is the stripping curve during ozonolysis
(with ex situ generated O3 and in the dark) starting from a full
monolayer of HDT. Each datum in Figure 1b represents the HDT
coverage obtained by sequentially draining and drying the cell,
exposing the HDT film to O3 for the indicated period of time,
then rinsing the exposed film in flowing EtOH and subsequently
measuring the SPR position. Ozonolysis and EtOH rinsing clearly
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Figure 1. SPR measurements of HDT coverage on Au during assembly
(a), stripping (b), or reassembly following UV irradiation or ozonolysis
(c-f): (a) typical HDT assembly on a clean surface; (b) stripping with
O3 generated remotely; (c) reassembly following treatment with O3 in
the dark; (d) reassembly following UV irradiation in air; (e) reassembly
following UV irradiation under N2; (f) reassembly following ex situ UV
irradiation in high vacuum.
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remove HDT and restore the Au surface within the SPR detection
limit of ca. 0.02 monolayers.
Figure 1c illustrates the assembly of HDT onto the O3(30 min)/

EtOH cleaned surface and is indistinguishable from Figure 1a,
illustrating the complete removal of the HDT SAM by ozonolysis
and the repeatability of HDT reassembly after treatment. Figure
1d is the corresponding reassembly after UV irradiation in air of
the SAM in Figure 1c. It is evident that exposure of the HDT
SAM to ex situ generated O3 produces results identical to those
of direct UV irradiation of the film in air. However, Figure 1e
shows that exposure of the SAM to the same UV source for 60
min in flowing N2 leads to only a small,<5%, amount of
stripping. The slow and incomplete stripping in N2 can be
explained by O2 permeability of the Teflon capillary tubing
required in our flow apparatus. Figure 1f is a similar experiment,
but in which O2 is rigorously excluded by UV-irradiating the SAM
in a high-vacuum chamber (10-6 Torr), for 1 h, then subjecting
it to the same sequence of EtOH rinsing followed by HDT-EtOH
solution assembly. Clearly, no observable (<2%) HDT SAM
was stripped during this treatment, illustrating that in rigorously
O2-free conditions, UV irradiation, at a level sufficient to remove
an HDT SAM completely in the presence of O2, produces no
strippable products on an alkanethiol SAM on Au.
The identities of the HDT UV-irradiation products were studied

by reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS). IR
difference spectra (∆A ) Atreated- Auntreated) of variously treated
HDT SAMs are presented in Figure 2. The unirradiated HDT
film shows only background features in the fingerprint region.
Figures 2a-d are ∆A of a HDT SAMs exposed to (a) UV
radiation for 30 min under N2, (b) UV for 30 min in air, (c) O3
alone for 30 min, and (d) O3 for 30 min followed by rinsing in
H2O and 2-propanol. UV irradiation in N2 produces little spectral
change above background. UV irradiation in air or exposure to
O3, however, cause the appearance of a new band at 1017 cm-1.
The band at 1017 cm-1 is removed by rinsing in H2O/2-propanol.
The band at 1017 cm-1 and one not observed in these experiments
(a broad doublet ca. 1000-1200 cm-1) have been assigned to
sulfonate stretching modes by correlation to XPS for air-oxidized
HDT SAMs on silver24 and by analogy to solid hexadecane-
sulfonic acid.25 The fact that this 1017-cm-1 band is rinsed away

by water/2-propanol is fully consistent with its assignment to a
sulfonate species. The CH-stretching bands (2800-3000 cm-1)
are also broadened and shifted by UV-air and O3 exposure, but
not UV-N2 treatment, in a fashion consistent with disordering
of the SAM.26 Disordering in O3-exposed but unrinsed SAMs
probably reflects free volume in the films resulting from alkane
chain fragmentation.
We also studied the wavelength dependence of the stripping

reaction to examine the possibility that hot electron activation10

of the sulfur head group or coadsorbed O2 was responsible for
the observed labilization. When long-pass filters with cutoffs at
either λ ) 305 or λ ) 200 nm were interposed into the light
path,we did not obserVe any HDT stripping. Clearly all the Au
interband transitions up to the work function (5.1 eV), including
the important∆ε2 feature at 2.38 eV, are accessed by radiation
atλ > 200 nm.27 If electron generation in the Au substrate played
an important role in the resultant photochemistry, we would expect
to see effective labilization at these longer wavelengths. However,
only wavelengths short enough to generate O3, e.g. λ ) 185
nm18,28from the low-pressure Hg lamp resulted in SAM stripping.
Excited-state (singlet) molecular oxygen, O2(1∆g), is also a

likely29,30 byproduct of the UV irradiation of oxygen. Because
O2(1∆g) is an aggressive oxidant toward sulfur,31,32we exposed a
HDT SAM to flowing O3-containing air with and without O2-
(1∆g).33 The exposures yielded 0.52( 0.02 and 0.49( 0.02
monolayer stripping, respectively, indicating little, if any, action
attributable to O2(1∆g) and, by extension, to O atoms.
The results presented here demonstrate that, at the low

irradiances typical of low-pressure Hg lamps, (a) both O2 and
irradiation below 200 nm are required for UV-photolytic genera-
tion of strippable products in HDT SAMs, (b) UV irradiation of
HDT SAMs in the presence of O2 has an effect similar to that of
exposure to O3 generated ex situ, (c) O3 is at least 1 order of
magnitude more effective than other active oxygen-containing
species at generating labile products under these conditions, and
(d) the products of reaction in either O3 exposure or UV irradiation
appear to be oxidized sulfur head groups, which are easily
removed by subsequent rinsing in a polar solvent. Taken together
these results are convincing evidence that UV photooxidation of
HDT SAMs proceeds principally by generation of O3 and
subsequent ozonolysis of the sulfur head group. The results
clearly have important implications for high spatial resolution
patterning. Since O3 molecules are mobile on or near the surface
and will attack Au-S bonds randomly, successful patterning
strategies employing UV photolysis of alkanethiolate SAMs in
the presence of O2 must prevent diffusion of photogenerated O3

away from the desired patternable area.
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Figure 2. Difference IR spectra (∆A, absorbance of variously treated
HDT SAMs minus absorbance of the pristine HDT SAM): (a) exposed
to UV for 30 min in N2; (b) exposed to UV in air for 30 min; (c) exposed
to O3 for 30 min; (d) sample from c following a rinse with H2O and
2-propanol.
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